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Using Machine Learning Techniques for Early Alzheimer’s Disease Detection
Abstract

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a form of dementia that causes a serious problem
with the memory, cognition, and motor skills of patients. There are various
approaches and tools for AD diagnosis that are invasive, expensive, and bring
discomfort to the patients. Those approaches are usually utilized when the
patients are experiencing serious symptoms in an advanced state. AD early
detection is a key factor to intervention to occur effectively or slow down/halt AD
progress with appropriate medication. In recent years, machine learning (ML)
techniques have received lots of attention for early disease detection and AD is
one of them. In this project, we aim to use DimentiaBank dataset and explore
different machine learning techniques for early AD detection.

Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is, currently, the most common cause of
neurodegenerative dementia in the world, because of the damage produced,
the impairment and neural death are progressive and irreversible. According
to the National Institutes of Health (NIH) estimates that more than 6 million
American adults over 65 might have dementia due to AD (Alzheimer’s
Disease Fact Sheet, n.d.). An early diagnosis of Alzheimer's allows one to
benefit from treatments more effectively. The earlier a patient receives
information, resources, and support the better their chances of benefiting
from available drug and non-drug therapies. This disease has been viewed
as a public health issue because of its burden and major impact. Caregiving
for someone with Alzheimer's or dementia can be stressful emotionally, and
many caregivers report experiencing symptoms of depression. This can
negatively affect one's health, employment, income, and family finances.
Vocal or speech analysis has proved to be a powerful indicator of cognitive
health in AD patients. Detection of early symptoms is possible years before
the likely clinical diagnosis is made. The spearhead for voice processing is
applied to Alzheimer’s patients and would help in AD detection.

Conclusions

After the Feature enhancement and extraction, we build a normalized wave
forms of each audio file and dump them to a csv file for training, testing and
validation. We have gone ahead with features which are commonly extracted
in audio analysis for now. Yet we are researching on relevant feature extraction
to make the dataset more relevant.
Step3: Data analysis.
Running the popular Machine Learning models LDA, Decision Trees, KNN
,SVM and ANN. We have accuracies from all the models listed in our results
section.

we have significantly improved
and marginally improved the
accuracies of the models from our
base paper. Although, we believe
the deep learning models(such as
ANN as evident in results) would
give more accuracy with increase
in data. We hope to find ways to
increase credible data and apply
more deep learning models and
probably come up with
Ensembling methods to improve
the accuracy of our models.

Results
Following are the results attained during our research. We have kept
the screen shots of the confusion matrix of each machine learning
model along with the accuracy achieved.
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Research Question(s)
Given an audio sample, can we generate a risk score pointing towards the
possibility of AD.
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Materials and Methods
The Dataset: The data available is audio files of people describing the cookie
theft picture and their transcriptions collected by university of Pittsburgh since
1980’s. We have about 500 audio samples which have 243 samples with NO
Alzheimer’s and 307 samples with Alzheimer’s.
Step1: Remove noises from the data.
We are using librosa package in python, to convert the Audio data into a
dataset. The first step is to de-noise the data as there is lot of background noise
in the data.
Step2: Data preparation.
Data preparation is to seek relevant data and convert into a csv dataset file. As
the audio recordings are having both patient and doctor data, we try to remove
the doctor audio and focus only on the subject’s audio. We are using vocal
separation strategy to try achieving this. It’s still a work in progress.
Next is to apply data normalization, to make sure the same amount of gain is
applied across the entire recording, the signal-to-noise ratio and relative
dynamics are unchanged.
Next is to do Feature enhancement, which is the most important part of data
preparation. The idea is to enhance certain features which are relevant to our
study. We have implemented this technique for songs, yet we need to have
some domain expertise to understand what exact features are to be enhanced
with respect to Alzheimer’s detection.

*Source: Alzheimer's Disease Facts and Figures.
https://www.alz.org/alzheimers-dementia/facts-figures
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